
With security threats at an all-time high, are your operating 
systems patched with the latest Windows security updates?
 
bluesource leverages an enterprise tool, ConnectWise Automate, to 
patch your server environments. Whether they are on-premises or 
in the cloud, we can carefully plan automated schedules based on 
your patch cycle and provide you with clear reporting information 
on a monthly basis.
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Your IT security is only as strong as its weakest link. If your end 
user’s laptops, desktops and third party applications are not 
patched to a high enough level, it could lead to a security breach. 
bluesource provides managed monthly automated patch solution 
to take away this burden.

COMMERCIALS
We offer a simple per-device per-month cost model which can be 
flexed up and down throughout the duration of the contract with 
clearly defined deliverables.

REPORTING
For both our server or end point patching services, we offer clear 
and concise reporting to keep your patch cycle fully updated.

BENEFITS

Discovery
Learn to confidently delegate 
non-urgent tasks like asset 
discovery and inventory

Management
Manage your entire environment 
from a single control centre

Patching
Schedule and monitor patching 
automatically, and manage 
multiple machines at once

Monitoring
Monitor your environment 
proactively and deliver more value 
than ever before

Automation
Automate any process or task 
through scripting, so your team 
can focus on delivering value

View the ConnectWise Automate demo here:

https://www.connectwise.com/resources/demo/connectwise-automate

The following applications are currently patched by the Third-Party 
Update Policy:

√ Adobe Flash®, Adobe Reader® XI and DC, Adobe Shockwave®, 
Adobe AIR®  

√ Apple® iTunes®  

√ Google® Chrome™  

√ Microsoft® Skype™ Business  

√ Mozilla® Firefox®, Mozilla Thunderbird®  

√ Notepad++  

√ Amazon Corretto  


